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RETHINKING MATERIALS
After decades playing the demigod by 
manipulating molecules and confusing 
progress with productivity, man has spawned 
monsters whose environmental and social 
repercussions are now visible within the 
scale of a lifetime. But chase the natural and 
it returns at the gallop to reteach us how 
to keep our feet on the Earth and to live 
in balance. The new Chefs are no longer 
sorcerers' apprentices but assemblers of 
genius; revealing new knowledge by mixing
natural products. These creators restore life 
to objects condemned by mad obsolescence. 
The scenery of our lives change with their 
less smooth surfaces that emphasise their 
roughnesses more than they erase them. 
No more false pretences, we want relief and 
texture; we want to feel the matter vibrate 
under our finger tips. In this awareness of the 
state of nature, to be preserved and shared, 
there is material to say, material to do and 
material for reflection; especially on new 
ways of living in todays cities by completely 
rethinking the models.
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Fine Art Printing
Retouching 
Exhibition
Framing

34 bd de la Libération 13001 Marseille
04 91 37 70 80 - www.studio-aza.com 

L A B O  P H O T O  P R O

STUDIO AZASTUDIO AZA

106 rue Paradis, Marseille 6e

Every wednesday from 19.30 to 23.00
DJ set, live concert, fashion shows, tapas, dishes, local 

wines & signature cocktails 
Free entrance

48 rue Roux de Brignoles Marseille 06
www.c2-hotel.com

Hôtel ***** Bar & Spa
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Refined spices
#gastronomy

There was a time when spices were used as an 
exchange currency… Today, with her rare and quality 

peppers and spices, Sarabar restores prestige to 
these exceptional global products whilst taking us on 

a voyage of our senses.

Sarabar.fr
-
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L'art en garde

#art

With all the street art in Marseille is there a 
street for arts? Yes sir; with the “Pole Chevalier 

Roze”, just a few steps from the Old Port, which 
fights the high powered galleries to defend 

modern artistic creations.
-
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Fort de cafés
#gastronomy

Roasting is an art which you can discover with a 
Master of the genre in the oldest artisanal roasting 

oven in Marseille...

Cafe-luciani.fr
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UFO Music
#music

This architectural UFO, in the middle of the Friche la 
Belle de Mai, is an artists residence. The Module opens 
the doors of its studios to the most creative musicians...

gmem.org
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 Ballon de culture
#exhibition

Why is the round ball a mirror to our passionate 
and violent society? With “NousSommesFoot” the 

MuCEM brings together 300 art works, objects, photos 
and installations and eleven 90 minute visits. You’re 

offside!

Mucem.org
-

LoVERS
-

Emmanuelle Luciani & 
Charlotte Cosson

Do not be misled by their pretty faces. There is 
great thinking behind their ingenuous look at

the state of the arts of today and tomorrow; "art in 
the time of internet", "shapes and colours

conditioned by the web", the notion of “cool" and 
"the displacement of cultural capital” are

some of the many notions that they talk about 
during their conferences at the Van Gogh

Foundation or develop at thematic exhibitions in 
Marseille (MaMo, Leclere MDV), London

(Rowing) or Geneva (Domestic). Graduates in art 
history and law, art curators and art critics,
Charlotte Cosson and Emmanuelle Luciani 

embody the new face of contemporary art in
Marseille. Coming from the south they even offer 

new perspectives like the Art-O-Rama or
Chevalier Roze, the new street devoted to 

contemporary art. They also created the CODE
South Way, a magazine that opens its pages to 

young artists by providing them with critical
studies and also serves as an exhibition space. Are 

we pushing the door open?
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Read more on www.love-spots.com
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+ photoS
+ VidéoS
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www.love-spots.com
-
Love Spots is a trademark / Édition Love Etc  72 rue Consolat  
13001 Marseille

Office : 19 a rue Arménie 13006 Marseille 

Contact : 04 91 37 41 12  - Info@Love-spots.com

Cover : Tour la Marseillaise par Jean Nouvel © E.Foucher
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insta love " Play with the wind "
by Brainstorming_Water_S
#vieux-port #littoral #mediterrannee #marseille 
#reflexion

-

Share your best photos of Marseille 
on your instagram account 
with the hasthtags 
#lovespotsmarseille
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Pick your size
#fashion

By mixing prêt-à-porter and bespoke, Atelier Barthel 
offers your feet handmade customisable shoe models 

with a unique savoir-faire.

Atelier-barthel.com
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www.love-spots.com

-
good spots
nice walks
fun outings
-

citY guide
autumn 

2017
free - n°28 

-
english
edition
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REthinking
matERiaLS

Incredible 
stories 
born in 
Marseille.

wikomobile.com
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Contact us

Shop - Ice Cream Bar

Order your box on

EMKIPOP AT HOME !

84-86 rue Grignan 13001 Marseille
Monday to Saturday for lunch / Wednesday to Saturday for dinner 

04 86 26 54 16 / reservations@madamejeanne.fr 

Non-stop service on site or to take away

14 bis rue Henri Fiocca Marseille (2mn away from Old Port)

FIND US ON 

A unique concept in Marseille
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Café du Tailleur 
Traditional French restaurant

Halfway between a Parisian bistro and an authentic restaurant 
of Lyon, that  elegant counter offers you a historic wooden 

decoration, following the Belle Epoque style.
92 Rue Grignan 1er / 04 91 59 25 04 / FB : Cafe du Tailleur

Mon n >  Fri 10am - 3pm /  Wed n >  Sat  6pm - 11pm / M1 Préfecture
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Maison Moutte
Architecture and interior décoration

At the same time a showroom, gallery, and a shop; Maison 
Moutte proposes unique and atypically designed objects to 

tailor the decoration of your interiors..
Cité Radieuse 280 Bd Michelet 9è / 06 62 07 37 74 

Monday >  Saturday, 13:00-19:00  /  M2 Rd Point du prado
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Rôtisserie Montaigne
Wood roasted chicken

Montaigne was a famous French writer and philosopher however 
this Montaigne cooks you delicious chicken! The rotisserie in Saint-

Barnabé makes chickens sing to the rhythm of the embers of its 
wood-burning oven...

62 Rue Montaigne 12è /  04 91 46 23 83 / www.rotisseriemontaigne.fr
Tuesn > Sat 08:00-20:00 / Sund, 08:00-15:00 / M1 Saint Barnabé
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Tchikebe
Exhibition and publications by artists

The Atelier Tchikebe has made a name for itself in the world of 
the printed arts. The opening of their gallery-boutique in the 

heart of the Chevalier Roze contemporary art district allows the 
general public to discover their famous silkscreen prints as well as 

those of other publishing houses.

15 Rue du Chevalier Roze 2è / 09 84 12 52 18 / www.tchikebe.com 
Wed n >  Friday from 14:00 to 19:00 / Sat from 11:00 to 19:00 / M1 Vieux-Port
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Le Petit Bistrot
Bar -Tapas & French cuisine 

In the middle of the Place aux Huiles, the "Petit Bistrot” is on display 
in the courtyard of the great, with its original offering of plates to 

share; affordable and popular French cuisine "on the go".

30 Place aux Huiles 1er / 06 99 23 25 03 / FB : lepetitbistrotmarseille
Monday  >  Saturday, 12:00-15:00 and 18:00-02:00 
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The Babel Community
Coworking - Coliving - Café - Restaurant 

With shared offices, sport and relaxation spaces, furnished 
apartments, a restaurant and cocktail bar in the same place, 
this Marseille hostel breaks all the work and play codes by 

proposing a unique social integration experience for young 
active people

70 rue de la République 2è /09 72 42 71 49 / www.thebabelcommunity.com
Mon > Sat from 08h00-20h00 T2 ou T3 - Dames / République 
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Maison Montgrand
Hotel – Restaurant – Concept-store

Come to my home... on the rue Montgrand. In this unusual 
place you will find a boutique, two charming hotels, a 

relaxation space, a garden and a restaurant. Here we can be 
both inside and outside in the fresh air!

35 Rue Montgrand 6è / 04 91 00 35 21 / www.hotel-maison-montgrand.com 
Restaurant Monday >  Saturday, breakfast 07:00-10:00 and lunch 12:00-15:00
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Artchi-Arty
 Decoration & furnitures 

In her beautiful shop, Virginie restores vintage furniture that 
she finds all over France or that she buys from individuals 

turning her findings into real works of art.

62 Bd de la Libération 4è / 04 91 05 70 50 / www.artchiarty.com
Thursday  >  Saturday, 10:30-12:30 and 15:30-19:30  /  M1 ou T2 Réformés  
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Essentiel Lifestore 
Restaurant – Boutique – Health  

If the words "sustainable, responsible, supportive, organic and 
ecological" resonate with you, there is a good chance that you 
will be forced to open the doors of this concept store. Here you 

will be floating in the clouds!
Les Voûtes de la Major / Quai de la Tourette 2è / 04 91 45 26 32 

7/7 from 10:00 to 19:00 / 22:00 on Thursdays and Fridays / Bus 82
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UBUD
Indonesian cuisine - Balian specialities 

The black front, the large bay windows overlooking the street and the 
chic ethnic decoration are reminiscent of New York's diners. This style 

runs all the way to the plate with traditional homemade dishes made with 
fresh products. A nice duplex jewel of Indonesian cuisine in Marseille

8 rue Louis Maurel 6è / 06 52 16 85 83 / Ubud-marseille.com
Lun. de 11.30 à 14.00 / Mar. > Ven. de 11.30 à 14.00 et de 18.30 à 22.30
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Les Barbots 
Barber shop

Looking for a barber in Marseille? Les Barbots is the answer: a 
cozy lounge that uses both classic and traditional barber's skills 

along with quality grooming products to keep you trim.
101 Rue Paradis 6è / 04 91 94 90 19 / FB : lesbarbots
Tuesday n >  Saturday, 09.00-19.00  / M1 Préfecture
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Il Cuoco
Restaurant, grocery and caterer

A piadine to take away from the grocery store, a risotto to 
taste on the terrace, an aperitif to toast at the end of the day; 
this chef brings the pretty square Sadi Carnot to life with the 

best of Transalpine gastronomy.

5 Place Sadi Carnot 2è / 04 91 31 20 27 / FB : TrattoriaIlCuoco 
Mon >  Wed from 8:00 to 18:00 / Thurs > Sat from 8:00 to 23.00 / T1 Sadi Carnot 
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Sweet's Lady 
French cuisine and cocktail bar 

A sweet return for Sweet’s Lady, former libertine bar transfor-
med into a real French bistrot with a 70's spirit. Perfect quality 
cuisine on a marble counter, either for a quick lunch or for a 

lingering dinner with cocktails...
29 Rue Glandèves 1er / 04 91 61 45 95 / FB : sweetsladymarseille
Mon >  Sat, for lunch / Wed > Thu for tapas et cocktails  / M1 Vieux-Port

D E F
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La Bonne peinture
Paints - waxed concrete - decorative resins

With its offering of professional quality paints, waxed concretes 
and decorative resins, this paint manufacturer seduces as much as 

it innovates.
157 Rue Paradis 6è / 09 86 10 23 33 / FB : labonnepeinture

Monday n >  Saturday, 09:00-18:00 / M1 Préfecture
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LE PHARO

NOtRE DAmE DE LA GARDE

OPÉRA

HÔtEL DE VILLE

mUCEm

LES DOCKS

VÉLODROmE

PALAIS LONGCHAmP

CItÉ RADIEUSE

StAtUE DU DAVID

GARE 
St CHARLES

LA VIEILLE 
CHARItÉ

CAtHÉDRALE 
DE LA mAjOR
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Studio AZA
Photo lab and gallery

Professionals, as lovers of beautiful prints, can only welcome 
the enlargement of this famous photo lab. Here the latest 

image printing technology blends with a passion for beautiful 
images...

34 Bd de la Libération 1er / 04 91 37 70 80  / www.studio-aza.com
Tuesday >  Friday from 9:00 to 12:30 and 14:00 to 18:00  / M1 - T2 Réformés
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            Wine & Spirits 

Wine Tasting
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PIZZAS BAR 

Eat-in or To Go 
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